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QUESTION: 40 

Which value proposition describe the value of the HP SACM solution? 


A. SACM adds value to any initiative related to ITSM, ITAM, or CMS. 
B. SACM enables an organization to keep track of the it takes deploy server and 
desktop operating systems to sub-virtual environments. 
C. SACM extends the security for virtual and non-virtual environments.  
D. SACM previsions storage faster and better than any other vendor. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 41 

What are the key reason for choosing HP Asset Manager? (Select two.) 


A. It allows an organization to define and track what is virtual and what is sub-
virtual. 
B. It is the industry-leading IT Asset Management solution. 
C. It allows for the tracking of both mobile and non-mobile sub-virtual assets.  
D. It can track GPS and SCORM data in one database. 
E. It has a complete set of capabilities. 

Answer: B, E 

QUESTION: 42 
How does HP’s ITSM solution allow customers to achieve their goals? (Select 
two.) 

A. It provides both user and stakeholder service reporting.  
B. It provides system decompression. 
C. It allows an organization to keep IT aligned to the business by providing data on 
service, costs, and SLAs. 
D. It allows defragmentation of mission critical storage systems. E. It provides 
storage provisioning. 

Answer: A, C 

QUESTION: 43 
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Which value propositions describe the value of the HP SACM solution? (Select 
two.) 

A. SACM allows an organization to improve cost transparency and efficiency.  
B. SACM can speed the installation and configuration of the ITIL product. 
C. SACM provisions storage faster and better than any other vendor. 
D. SACM enables an organization to keep track of the time it takes to deploy 
desktop operating systems to sub-virtual environments. 
E. SACM allows an organization to reduce costs and risks. 

Answer: B, E 

QUESTION: 44 
Which statement best describe why customers would choose HP’s SACM 
solution? 

A. HP’s SACM solution delivers timely reports for physical, virtual, and sub-
virtual environments.  
B. HP’s SACM solution manages assets\Cis\Service through their lifecycle. 
C. HP’s SACM solution can build, run, and test application in development.  
D. HP’s SACM solution can integrate SCORM data with ITIL product(S). 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 45 
Which statements about HP’s Asset Management solutions are correct? (Select 
two.) 

A. HP has delivered asset management solutions for over 15 years. 
B. HP can collect hardware and software asset information from physical, virtual, 
and sub-virtual environments. 
C. HP has collected information on over 700,000 hardware assets and tens of 
millions of software installations in a single implementation. 
D. HP has over 12,000 SCORM complaint professionals. E. HP is the world’s 
largest software company. 

Answer: A, B 
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